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We thereby used an unsupervised clustering algorithm to group the trial-190 averaged time-locked response of each cell after runaway and action-locking 191 onset (n = 248 from n = 4 mice; Figure 3C and Figure S4A ). This analysis 192 time-locked to runaway and action-locking onset ( Figure 3C ). Cluster 7 and 8, 9 instead, were weakly modulated during looming-triggered defensive 199 responses. Interestingly, Clusters 3 and 6 stood out as their pre-action Ca 2+ 200 accuracy per neuron above the chance decoding obtained when shuffling trial 217 identity. We then averaged these accuracies across all recorded neurons 218 ( Figure 4C ) or across all neurons within a cluster ( Figure 4D ). The null 219 hypothesis was that the average decoding accuracy (above chance) per 220 timeframe and (sub)population is zero. We found that the average decoding 221 accuracy across all recorded neurons was significant for each time epoch 222 ( Figure 4C ). Interestingly, decoding accuracies showed cluster-specific 223 patterns. Most notably, we found that clusters 3 and 6 showed significant 224 decoding (after correcting for multiple comparison) during the "prediction of 225 action" epoch, whereas other clusters (also including cluster 3) showed 226 significant decoding after the action ( Figure 4D ). Matching the cluster identity 227 with the topographical neuronal localization during the recordings, revealed 228 that the clusters related to prediction, (clusters 3 and 6), were located caudally 229 with respect to the rest of the clusters (Figure 3-figure supplement 2D) . 230
Overall, these results demonstrate that distinct neuronal subpopulations within 231 the LHb either predict or reflect defensive behavioral selection in response to 232 a threat. 233
234
Discussion 235
Dissecting specific contribution of LHb activity for aversion 236
The past decade witnessed exponentially growing interest in the essential role 237 the LHb has in regulating negatively motivated behaviors. It is of a general 238 consensus within the field that LHb neurons are a homogenous population of 239 glutamatergic cells mostly controlling the function of neuromodulatory systems 240 (Meye et al., 2013) . It is also largely accepted that LHb neurons are uniformly 241 excited by aversive external stimuli (Lecca et al., 2017; Matsumoto and 242 Hikosaka, 2007; Wang et al., 2017) . Here, we challenge this vision of 243 homogeneity showing that in response to an identical aversive stimulus (the 244 looming), LHb cells dynamics follow opposite logic in a behavior-dependent 245 manner: an escape reaction (runaway) recruits mainly an activation of LHb 246 cells. In contrast, action-locking responses occur along with a decrease in 247 calcium activity, potentially reflecting neuronal inhibition (Namboodiri et al., 248 2019; Shabel et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2017) . Accordingly, aversive foot-249 shock inhibited neuronal activity of a small and territorially distinct subset of 250 LHb cells (Congiu et al., 2019) . Based on this, future work should avoid 251 generalizing that LHb contribution to aversion encoding solely relates to its 252 excitation. Notably, the opposite responses emerging after the looming can 253 occur within the same neuron. It is therefore plausible that a given external 254 stimulus drives dissimilar responses in single cells. The substrate (i.e. 255 connectivity or gene) enabling such neuronal population to encode both 256 behavioral aspects remains however an open question. 257
258

Functional heterogeneity in LHb for threat-driven behaviors 259
On the basis of recordings and analysis of around 250 LHb cells while 260 animals experience a threat, here we show how ensembles of neurons 261 represent threat-driven behavioral defensive strategies. An unsupervised 262 clustering reveals that independent sets of active neurons form during the 263 expression of threat-mediated behavioral responses (Gründemann et al., 264 2019; Namboodiri et al., 2019) . Such discrete neuronal clusters are stable and 265 define timeframes of threat detection and behavioral action (Gründemann et 266 al., 2019) . It remains unclear however which neurobiological substrate defines 267 LHb clusters. Within the amygdala and the cortex, genetically distinct 268 neuronal subtypes contribute to different phases of adaptive behaviors (Abs et 269 al., 2018; Douglass et al., 2017; Krabbe et al., 2019) . Recent studies identified 270 molecular-level neuronal diversity within the LHb (Wallace et al., 2019; 271 Hashikawa et al., 2019) . Exploiting this genetic knowledge may provide an 272 entry point to specifically probe the functional and behavioral relevance of 273 individual LHb neuronal clusters identified in this study. Alternative to a 274 genetic basis, clusters may emerge according to topographical organization, 275 input-specific connectivity or discrete projection targets (Cerniauskas et al., 276 2019; Lecca et al., 2017; Meye et al., 2016; Shabel et al., 2012; Valentinova 277 et al., 2019) . Our analysis indicates that some LHb neuronal clusters are 278 topographically distinct. This heightens the need of future studies to address 279 this unresolved questions. Notably, the multilevel heterogeneity (functional, 280 anatomical, molecular) emerging lately replaces the initial uniform connotation 281 attributed to the LHb. Further studies will need to determine the relationship 282 across these multiple levels of heterogeneity and establish their behavioral 283 relevance. 284
285
Complex neuronal networks for defensive behaviors 286
The initial observation that limiting excitation onto LHb impairs escape 287 behaviors implicated this structure in the encoding of innate escape (Lecca et 288 al., 2017) . An original aspect of the present work lies on the demonstration 289 that LHb activity changes when animals escape or action-lock after looming 290 presentation. In contrast, recent studies support the contribution of several 291 midbrain nuclei mostly for threat-driven escape (Evans et al., 2018; Seo et al., 292 2019) . Indeed, Ca 2+ imaging and brain circuit manipulation approaches 293 demonstrate that glutamatergic neurons of the dorsal periaqueductal grey 294 encode decision making and escape (Evans et al., 2018) . In addition, a visual 295 pathway engaging superior colliculus and amygdala also contributes to 296 defensive strategies (Shang et al., 2018) . Finally, GABAergic neurons in the 297 ventral tegmental area (VTA) projecting to the central amygdala (CeA) seem 298 to be similarly instrumental for threat-driven escape responses (Zhou et al., 299 2019) . Intriguingly, LHb axons innervate these VTA-GABA cells projecting to 300
CeA. Future studies should test how diverse defensive strategies engage 301 wide interconnected networks activity to ultimately build an integrated 302 framework for threat-driven behavioral responses. Defensive strategies are a 303 combination of behavioral sets relying on unique features including 304 trajectories, or stereotyped movements (Evans et al., 2019) . The use of deep 305 neural network analysis tracking facets of animal behaviors (Nath et al., 2019; 306 Wiltschko et al., 2015) may pave the way to differentiate precise aspects of 307 defensive behaviors. This will allow a refined alignment with the neuronal 308 dynamics in defined neuronal circuits (Klaus et al., 2017) . 309
310
The relationship between LHb function and optimal selection of defensive 311 strategies remains correlative after the analysis of the photometric signal. Yet, 312 the unsupervised clustering and decoding analysis support: i. that LHb activity 313 codes for distinct behavioral strategies, ii. that the dynamics of discrete LHb 314 neuronal clusters reflect precise time epochs of defensive behaviors and iii. 315 that these clusters can predict upcoming selection of the action or represent 316 an action itself (Grewe et al., 2017; Namboodiri et al., 2019) . Opto or 317 chemogenetic interrogation of LHb neuronal population offers a mean to 318 probe causality between neuronal activity and behaviors (Saunders et al., 319 2015) . However, this intervention is challenging in the present context, as it is 320 limited by the lack of population-specific viral targeting within LHb (i.e. lack of 321 genetic tools for LHb diversity). The manipulation of LHb function in a non 322 cell-specific fashion remains a poor approach to test for causality. This would 323 not fulfill the requirement of precise neuronal cluster targeting, a feature 324 highlighted in the functional and topographical analysis provided in this work. 325
The latest insights of genetic profiling may soon provide the tools to assess 326 these outstanding questions. 327
328
In summary, our results identify the evolution of individual neuronal responses 329 in a deep structure like the LHb during threat-driven behavioral strategies, an 330 objective so far proven challenging due to technical difficulties. We 331 demonstrated that LHb neuronal clusters participate to the optimal selection of 332 defensive strategies. Future studies can provide a link between this functional 333 heterogeneity with genetic and anatomical aspects to establish a 334 comprehensive knowledge of LHb contribution to threat encoding. Altogether, 335 these findings advance our understanding of the neuronal basis of 
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Unpaired t-test) and relative LHb photon change (Looming on vs Looming off; 637
For this comparison, we selected the first runaway and action locking 640 response for each mouse. Then we looked for a single episode outside 641 looming presentation with a comparable change in speed for the same 642 mouse. Note that one mouse did not display any action locking response 643 throughout the recording session. 
Material and methods 690
Experimental subjects 691
The experiments were performed on C57Bl/6J mice wild-type males of 10-18 692 weeks. Mice were housed at groups of five per cage with water and food ad 693 libitum on a 12:12 h light cycle (lights on at 7 a.m.). All procedures aimed to 694 fulfill the 3R criterion and were approved by the Veterinary Offices of Vaud 695 (Switzerland; License VD3171). 696 697
Behavioral paradigm 698
Mice were tested for behavior in a looming visual stimulus test, as described Error loss function. Accuracy was measured as the Euclidean distance 732 between the centroid of the mask of the training set and the centroid of the 733 score map predicted by the network. An arbitrary cutoff was used to define 734 the boundaries of the estimated mouse shape on the score map. The mean 735 accuracy on the test set was 1.65 px (+/-1.51 px, standard deviation), with 736 96.4% of the frames showing a distance between centroids (i.e. label Vs 737 predicted) less than 7 px. The output coordinates of the center of mass were mouse inside the arena. The onset of runaway was measured as the peak of 740 the first derivative of the mouse speed tracking curve. The runaway offset was 741 coinciding with the mouse entrance in the nest. The score map was used to 742 estimate the size of the mouse (e.g. total number of pixel above the arbitrary 743 threshold) across the arena and used for further calculations to score action-744 locking behavior. 745 746 Automated classification of action-locking behavior. An observer blind to the 747 experimental condition of the animals manually scored the action locking 748 behavior, defined as a sudden blockade of all -except respiratory-749 movements. In contrast to freezing, action locking was not associated with a 750 particular body posture (i.e. crouching). The sudden immobility had to last at 751 least two seconds in order to score the animal as actively producing an 752 action-locking behavior. Data obtained from the manually labeled frames were 753 then merged with the data (speed and size) obtained from the automatic 754 detection of the mouse position to train a random forest classifier to predict in 755 each frame whether the animal was in action-locking. Both speed and size 756 were convolved with a Max function (window = 60 frames) and a total of four 757 features were used: speed (v), size (s), es, and ev. A 5-fold cross-validation 758 yielded an overall accuracy of 98%. The accuracy achieved on the test set 759 was 97.5% with a false positive rate of 2.6%. 760 761
Surgical procedures 762
Viral injections. All mice were anaesthetized with ketamine (150 in the LHb (-1.4 mm AP, 0.45 ML, 3.1 mm DV) rAAV2.1-hSyn-GCaMP6f-765 eGFP or rAAV/DJ-hSyn--GCaMP6f-eGFP or rAAV2.5-hSyn-eGFP (University 766 of North Carolina, US) using a glass pipette on a stereotactic frame (Kopf, 767 France). Volumes ranged between 200 and 300 nl, at a rate of approximately 768 100-150 nl/min. The injection pipette was withdrawn from the brain 10 minutes 769 after the infusion. Animals were allowed to recover for a minimum of two 770 weeks before fiber or GRIN lenses implantation. For endoscope experiments, mice were anaesthetized (as described above) 776 and implanted with a GRIN (Graded-Index) lens (6.1mm length, 0.5mm 777 diameter; Inscopix, #100-000588). The lens was targeted to be ~ 150-200 μm 778 above the injection site using the following coordinates: −1.40 mm posterior to 779 bregma, 0.45 mm lateral from midline, and −2.85 to −2.9 mm ventral to skull 780 surface (lowered at a speed of 1µm/s). To increase stability of the implants 781 the lenses were implanted into the dorsal portion of the region allowing 782 imaging ventral LHb neurons. Two week after lens implantation, mice were 783 again anaesthetized (isoflurane, as above) and a baseplate (Inscopix, #100-784 000279) was secured above the lens. A baseplate cover (Inscopix, #100-785 000241) was attached to prevent damage to the microendoscope lens. Out of 786
Fiber photometry recordings 790
Fiber photometry measurements were carried out by the ChiSquare X2-200 791 system (ChiSquare Biomaging, Brookline, MA). Briefly, blue light from a 473-792 nm picosecond-pulsed laser (at 50 MHz; pulse width ~ 80 ps FWHM) was 793 delivered to the sample through a single mode fiber. Fluorescence emission 794 from the tissue was collected by a multimode fiber with a sample frequency of 795 100Hz. The single mode and multimode fibers were arranged side by side in a 796 ferrule that is connected to a detachable multimode fiber implant. The emitted 797 photons collected through the multimode fiber pass through a bandpass filter 798 (FF01-550/88, Semrock) to a single-photon detector. Photons were recorded 799 by the time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) module (SPC-130EM, 800
Becker and Hickl, GmbH, Berlin, Germany) in the ChiSquare X2-200 system. 801 802
Endoscope recordings 803
All calcium imaging was recorded at 20 frames per second, 200-ms exposure 804 time, and 10-40% LED power (0.4-0.9mW at the objective, 475nm) using a 805 miniature microscope from Inscopix (nVista). Calcium recording files were 806 down-sampled (spatial binning factor of 4) to reduce processing time and file 807 size, filtered, corrected for rigid brain movement and the ΔF/F0 was 808 calculated using as F0 the average fluorescence for all the video (Inscopix, 809 IDP). Individual component analysis and principle component analysis 810 (ICA/PCA) applications were used to identify individual cells and to extract 811 their respective calcium traces. 812
In addition, to compare ROI detections and relative traces obtained with the endoscopic data (CNMF-E) for a subset of data. Briefly, we denoised, 815 deconvolved, and demixed calcium-imaging dynamics 816 (http://www.github.com/zhoupc/cnmf_e). This method allows accurate single 817 neurons fluorescence traces extraction (Zhou et al. 2018) . Calcium imaging 818 frames were initially pre-processed in Mosaic (Inscopix) for motion correction. 819
We use a Gaussian kernel width 4 μm, maximum soma diameter 16 μm, 820 minimum local correlation 0.8, minimum peak-to-noise ratio 8 and merging 821 threshold was set to 0.65 for optimal discrimination of temporal and spatial 822 overlap. 823 824
Analysis 825
Photometric signal as well as ICA/PCA derived traces were smoothed 826 (constant time factor, 0.1 s) and further processed according to the trials using 827
Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design). We obtained an average 828 peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) trace aligned to the stimulus or 829 behavioral onset/offset (3 s prior and 7 sec after a given event). For the 830 photometric recordings we calculate the photon change normalizing for the 3 831 sec prior each trial. For the endoscope recordings we z-scored each trials in 832 reference to their baseline (3 s prior to behavior onset). 833
We identified functional sub-classes of neurons by comparing the 834 fluorescence Ca2+ signals of individual cells before and after a given event, 835 clusters. The number of clusters was chosen by maximizing the silhouette 864 score. Once cluster identities were assigned, all PETHs were recalculated 865 using the activity from -3 s to +7 s surrounding the actions. Only activity 866 following looming stimulus onset was included. If the looming stimulus onset 867 was less than 3 s prior to action on a trial, these data were treated as "not a 868 number (nan)" in our analysis pipeline. 869
870
We then tested for significant decoding by analyzing whether the activity of a 871 single neuron could be used to decode the chosen behavioral action on a trial. 872
To calculate a decoding accuracy, we trained a Naïve Bayes classifier on all 873 but one trial (leave-one-out cross-validation) and tested the decoding 874 accuracy on the remaining trial for each time epoch ( Figure 4B ). Within each 875 epoch, three "response features" were used for decoding analysis: slope of 876 the linear fit to fluorescence within the epoch, y-intercept of this fit, and lastly, 877 the standard deviation of fluorescence within the epoch ( Figure 4B ). Only 878 three features were used to avoid overfitting and maximize generalizability of 879 decoding on test trials. This procedure was repeated with each trial as the test 880 trial, to obtain an overall decoding accuracy above chance accuracy obtained 881 by shuffling trial identity. For the shuffled null, we calculated the mean chance 882 accuracy per neuron as the mean accuracy across ten different shuffles. We 883 applied this procedure to one neuron at a time to obtain a decoding accuracy 884 per neuron, which was then averaged across all neurons recorded, or all 885 neurons within a cluster. The decoding accuracy above chance was simply 886 calculated as the difference in population mean between the true accuracies 887 and the shuffled accuracies. Significance was tested based on a two-sample
Statistical analysis. 890
Offline analyses were performed using Prism 8 (Graphpad, US). Single data 891 points are always plotted. Sample size was pre-estimated from previously 892 published research and from pilot experiments performed in the laboratory. 893
Each mouse represents an analytical unit, for each experiment we stated the 894 replication factor. Compiled data are expressed as boxplots (median and 895 quartiles) or mean ± S.E.M. Significance was set at p < 0.05 using two-sided 896 unpaired t-test, one or two-way ANOVA. Correlational analysis was performed 897
with Pearson test. Frequency distribution was analyzed with  2 test. The use 898 of the paired t-test and two way ANOVA for repeated measured were stated in 899 the legend figure text. 
